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Fig. 1. Result of single SLM occlusion strategy on rendering a virtual image of a single color. Column 1: shows the real-scene as seen
by the viewer and the virtual image displayed. Column 2: shows an emulation of a commercially available OST-AR set-up with no
occlusion support and the occlusion mask generated in this work. Column 3: shows the real-world light blocking ability of our technique,
both full and mutual object occlusion demonstrations.

Abstract—We propose an occlusion technique using a single spatial light modulator (SLM) for optical see-through augmented
reality (OST-AR). Occlusion is a powerful visual cue that is important for depth perception and realism in OST-AR. Without proper
occlusion, virtual objects rendered in front of bright real-world objects appear semi-transparent and non-realistic. The most successful
previous work to overcome this has been to use an additional SLM to block incoming real-world light pixel-by-pixel. However, the
extra hardware required does not lend itself easily to the compactness required for head-mounted displays. In this work, we propose
an occlusion-capable OST-AR system, using a single SLM to both render the virtual image and block real-world light. We present
results from simulations and build a proof-of-concept fixed-focus prototype using off-the-shelf components. We demonstrate occlusion
capability, with small trade-offs in color fidelity.

Index Terms—Occlusion, see-through display, augmented reality

1 INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) is being increasingly viewed as the next trans-
formative technology, enabling new ways of accessing and perceiving
digital information essential to our daily life. Optical see-through aug-
mented reality (OST-AR) shows particular promise for widespread
adoption, utlizing an optical combiner to merge virtual images with a
real scene [13]. However, presents the challenge of correctly rendering
mutual occlusion of real and virtual objects in space.

Occlusion is the light-blocking phenomenon that occurs when an
object is between another object and a viewer, and acts as the most
important depth cue for humans [10, 11]. Hence, when a virtual object
is to be rendered in front of a real object, the virtual image must block
light coming from the real-world. This is challenging, particularly
when the real-world scene is bright, since typical optical combiners can
only add light to the scene composition, not remove it.

Without proper occlusion, virtual objects rendered in OST-AR ap-
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pear semi-transparent and less realistic (see Figure 2). This could even
be dangerous, as it may induce misjudgments on users in mission-
critical tasks [3]. Improving occlusion capability of OST-AR is impor-
tant for improving the perceived physical accuracy of these systems,
and thereby, improving effectiveness.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

Initial demonstrations of occlusion-capable OST-AR operated by selec-
tively blocking rays from the see-through scene without focusing them.
This was often implemented by selectively modifying the reflective
properties of physical objects or by passing the light from the real scene
through a single layer spatial light modulators (SLM) placed directly
near the eye [7, 14] However, this concept assumes the eye is a pinhole
aperture. In fact, it is practically impossible to use a single-layer SLM
to block all the rays seen by the eye from an object without blocking
the rays from other surrounding objects. Moving to multi-layer SLM’s
showed improvement [12, 15] but was still subject to major limitations
such as the significantly degraded see-through view, limited accuracy
of the occlusion mask, and low light efficiency.

The most successful demonstrations of occlusion capable OST-AR
have been those that provide per-pixel occlusion by inserting a SLM in
the real-world optical path (before the optical combiner) to selectively
block real-world light pixel-by-pixel. Several fixed-focus displays
using this concept have been demonstrated using LoCoS and LCD tech-



Fig. 2. Illustration showing combination of real-world and virtual images in
typical OST-AR configurations and the lack of proper occlusion produced.

nology, both in bench-top [1, 4, 16] and early prototype head-mounted
displays [8, 9]. Although good occlusion capability was often shown,
the alignment of multiple SLM’s often made set-ups bulky or required
freeform lenses which are often expensive and challenging to design
and fabricate. Earlier this year, this concept was adapted in combina-
tion with controlled movement of the blocking SLM to demonstrate
varifocal occlusion-capable OST-AR [5]. This showed good success
in emulating occlusion for objects at a large range of distances from
the viewer, however, required a system of eight lenses along with the
two SLM’s. No demonstrations to date show promise for working
towards the compact form-factor required for commercially-relevant
head-mounted displays.

3 THIS WORK

While previous work has utilized separate SLM’s for displaying virtual
content and masking real-world light, by using a digital micro-mirror
device (DMD), it may be possible to use the same SLM, for both
digital image formation and real-world occlusion. Doing so could
decrease optical complexity and reduce form-factor, which is important
for head-mounted display applications.

This course project forms a continuation of a PhD rotation project,
working with Nitish Padmanaban, Gordon Wetzstein and the Stanford
Computational Imaging Group.

3.1 Digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs)
A DMD is a type of SLM that consists of a dense two-dimensional array
of small micro-mechanical mirrors. These mirrors can be individually
rotated at high speeds (up to 4000 Hz) ±10 - 12° to an ON or OFF
state. In the ON state, light from an external source (such as an LED)
is reflected towards a viewer, while in the OFF state light is directed
elsewhere, typically towards a light dump. Brightness at each pixel
can be adjusted by time-modulating these mirror flips between the
ON and OFF states. Displaying an RGB image is typically achieved
by dividing the image up into its red, green and blue channels and
sequentially rendering each frame on the DMD synchronously with
the corresponding LED color. As long as the combination of the three
channels are displayed faster than the human flicker fusion threshold
(approximately 60 Hz [2]), the human brain will blend the colors
together to give the target RGB image.

3.2 A novel adaption
With the goal of using the same SLM to display the virtual image and
block real-world light, we propose removing the light dump from a
DMD and re-directing the optical path towards a real scene, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.

For a monochrome virtual images, this is simple since the LED can
be set to a single color, the DMD pixels corresponding to the image
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Fig. 3. Illustration of ON and OFF DMD pixels, directing virtual image
and real-world light towards the viewer, respectively.

turned ON and the remaining pixels turned OFF (to display the real
scene). This is shown in Figure 1.

However, displaying RGB virtual images is more complex. To
illustrate this, take for example rendering a virtual image with a green,
blue and red pixel over green tree present in the real-world (illustrated
in Figure 4). All of these colors are single channel and thus for perfect
color fidelity, each pixel should not be exposed to the other color
channels. However, the LED illuminates the entire DMD and the
removal of the light dump means that in each of the LED color states,
we must pick whether to flip the pixel to direct the LED or real-world.
For example, when the LED flashes red, we can turn the red pixel
towards it and the green pixel towards the real-world (since the tree is a
good approximation of the desired color), but there is no ideal direction
in which to direct the blue pixel, leading to color infidelity. We can then
formulate an optimization problem to determine the series of DMD
states and corresponding LED colors that minimizes this effect.

Fig. 4. Illustration of a difficult image composition to render with our
technique.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Bench-top prototype
In this work we designed, built and tested a proof-of-concept bench-
top configuration using off-the-shelf components. Figure 5 shows
a schematic of this design and Figure 6 shows photographs of the
constructed set-up. Importantly, the LED and scene are incident on the
DMD from ±24° from the normal, such that the mirrors direct light
along the normal direction towards the camera. Two doublet lenses
with focus lengths of 25mm and 50mm are used to de-magnify and
focus the scene on to the DMD and collimate and magnify the DMD
image onto the camera sensor, respectively. The relay lens is used to



translate the DMD image such that the high powered doublet can fit
geometrically.
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Fig. 5. Schematic of bench-top prototype demonstration. D. doublet lens.

Fig. 6. Birds-eye photograph of the constructed bench-top prototype.
The red and green arrows show the optical paths from the LED and
real-world scene, respectively, and the purple arrows shows the path of
light reflected by the DMD to the viewer (camera). The inset shows a
view of the set-up from behind the camera.

The LED is connected to an Arduino, which is used to control the
brightness of the red, green and blue channels at any time. The DMD
mirror flips are programmed using a GUI interface provided by the
manufacturer (Texus Instruments) by uploading a series of up to 96
1-bit BMP frames. The Arduino is connected to the input trigger of the
DMD in order to synchronise LED and DMD states.

4.2 Image generation workflow
Determining the optimum DMD and LED states to display a particular
virtual image depends upon the scene and position in which it is to be
rendered. Thus, firstly, every DMD mirror is switched to transmit the
real-world and a background calibration image is taken. A target image
composition is created by importing this into MATLAB and overlaying
the virtual image in the desired position. At this point, if real-objects in
the scene are to appear in front of the virtual image, Adobe Illustrator
can be used to erase that part of the virtual image to simulate depth
map input and pixel-by-pixel selective rendering.

The target image is then passed to the optimization algorithm which
produces a matrix of DMD states and and RGB LED values. This
algorithm was developed by another student in previous work and thus
is considered beyond the scope of this project. A short summary can be
found in Appendix 7.1. Since the DMD GUI can hold a maximum of
96 DMD frames, the number of gray levels was taken to be 32 (32×3
= 96 for all channels combined).

Converting the DMD matrix into a sequence of 96 1-bit BMP files,
these images are uploaded to the DMD GUI. Converting the LED states
to 8-bit values, this sequence of 96 RGB values is passed to the Arduino

as a .h file. Finally, a short Arduino program is used to synchronously
trigger the corresponding LED and DMD state at 4000Hz, giving a
frame rate of ∼ 46 Hz. This is slightly under the human flicker fusion
threshold, but is not problematic since the final image composition is
captured by a DLSR camera.

A graphical illustration of this workflow is included in Appendix
7.2.

4.3 Preliminary demonstrations

Figure 7 shows two simulation and demonstration results, rendering
RGB images (insets) of a cat and the Pokmon character, Pikachu.

Fig. 7. Simulated and demonstrated renderings of two virtual images by
our technique. The original images are overlaid to the right side of the
result images.

The simulation of the cat indicates that the set-up is unable to repli-
cate the light blue in the original image. However, the image would
look feasible for a viewer who had not previously seen the original. The
demonstrated image shows good correspondence with the simulation,
but is more washed out in color. More investigation is required to
determine the cause of this, but it suspected that the RGB levels of
the LED are not properly balanced and their maximum intensity not
matched to that of the real-world, as the simulation assumes.

The simulation of Pikachu also shows a similar behaviour, this time
a noticeably more orange rendering which the red on the cheeks faded
in intensity. Looking closely it can be seen that multiple border artifacts
have been generated. More investigation and tuning of the optimization
algorithm is needed to find the cause of this. The demonstrated image
shows general correspondence with the simulation, but is again, more
washed out in color, and this time fails to fully occlude the rubix cube.
Again, LED issues are suspected.

5 OBSERVATIONS AND ON-GOING WORK

From the above results we can see that the DMD struggles when the real-
world is bright, since it needs to ‘remove‘ a significant amount of light.
In order to remove light, it pixels need to spend time facing away from
the real-world, but with the LED off. Since true black would require
it to be off for the entire time, this presents an inherent trade-off. For
the same reason, colors that are complementary to each other (such as
the yellow of Pikachu and the green in the Rubix cube behind) are also
difficult. The end result is a loss in color fidelity in exchange for light
removal. On-going work will look at exploring gaze-contigent update
to minimise color disparity in areas in which the viewer is directly
looking. Since humans are more sensitive to brightness, rather than
hue, it may be possible to adapt the optimization algorithm to weight
this and/or integrate color weights based on perceptual significance.

Obvious white balance, color saturation and poor optical resolution
effects will also be investigated.
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6 APPENDICES

6.1 The optimization problem

We can define the DMD pixel states as D ∈
{

0,g−1}wh×3g, with the
first dimension for pixels and the seconds for time (g gray levels times 3
channels). The LED states can be modelled as L ∈ [0,1]3g×3, assuming
that we have an RGB LED that can vary in brightness. The final target
image and incident real-world light is given by T,R ∈ [0,1]wh×3. We
model the cross-talk between the LED and real-world light by:

1
3

R� (D13g×3),

This gives us an image formation model of:

T = DL+R− 1
3

R� (D13g×3), (1)

Define T′=T−R and R′=R/3, then the loss function for this problem
is:

J(D,L) =
1
2
‖T′−DL+R′� (D13g×3)‖2

F. (2)

We can then use the rank-one residue update method [6] to define the
following residue matrix:

T′t , T′−∑
i6=t

(
di`i

T−R′� (di13
T)
)

t = 1 . . .3g, (3)

where di and `i
T are the ith column and row of D and L, respectively,

we get the set of loss functions:

Jt(D,L) =
∥∥T′t −dt`t

T+R′� (dt13
T)
∥∥2

F t = 1 . . .3g. (4)

The optimal update for dt is then found to be:

d∗t,i←
{

1 if xt,i > 0
0 otherwise where (5)

xt = 2(W�T′t�(1wh`t
T−R′))13−

(
W� (1wh`t

T−R′)2
)

13, (6)

where W is a weighting matrix for which pixels are most important
and (·)2 is elementwise. Define two quantities:

yt = dt
T(W� (T′t +(R′� (dt13

T))), and zt = dt
T(W�dt13

T).
(7)

Then the optimal LED update is given by:

`t,i←min
{
[yt,i]+

zt,i
,1
}
. (8)

6.2 Workflow schematic
See next page.



Fig. 8. Image generation workflow. First an image of the real-scene is taken and Adobe Illustrator used to place a chosen virtual image within the
scene. The optimization algorithm is then run on this target image in MATLAB, and a simulation of a best-case-scenario generated. Converting the
optimum DMD states into 1-bit BMP files, these are loaded onto the DMD via GUI software. The optimum LED states are fed to the RGB LED via an
Aduino, which synchronously triggers the DMD to change frame.
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